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This work presents a method for using mass spectral match factors reported by library search
systems to obtain certain probabilistic indicators of correct identification. The overall proba
bility that a retrieval is correct is formally separated into two independent terms. One of
these is the probability that a retrieval is correct assuming that the correct match is contained
in the library. This can be computed directly from test results. The other term represents the
probability that the spectrum of the unknown compound is actually in the library. While the
absolute value of this term cannot be computed, a relative value based solely on search
results can be derived. This value may, if desired, be used to refine an initial estimate of the
overall probability. Parameters used in this calculation are based on changes in test results
caused by the logical removal of the test compounds from the library. These methods were
parameterized from results of searching the NIST/EPA/NIH Mass Spectral Database with
12,592 good quality replicate spectra and a simple mass spectral comparison function. The
methodology should be equallr applicable to other libraries and search systems. {J Am Soc
Mass Spectrom 1994, 5, 316-323

Mass spectral library search systems are com
monly used to help in the identification of
unknown compounds from their electron im

pact spectra. In their most common application, these
systems find and rank reference compounds whose
spectra most closely match the spectrum of an un
known compound. Identification by this process relies
on the simple concept that the more closely two spec
tra match, the more likely it is that they originated
from the same compound. This process, variously
called identity searching [1-3], straightforward search
ing [4], matching [5], or retrieval [5], uses a compari
son function to assign values ("match factors") to
reference spectra that provide a measure of their simi
larity to the spectrum of the unknown compound.
These values are used to construct an ordered "hit
list" that ranks the most similar library spectra accord
ing to their "distance from" the spectrum of the un
known compound. In practical applications, prior
knowledge of the identity of the "unknown" com
pound ranges from none, in which case searching
provides an initial list of candidates, to nearly certain,
where searching is done to confirm a tentative identi
fication.

The successful application of these methods re
quires that (1) a spectrum for the unknown compound
is in the library and, (2) when the unknown compound
is represented in the library, its spectrum is assigned a
high match factor. The present work presents a means
for computing probabilities associated with each of
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these factors. Estimates rely on results of test searches
to provide correlations between match factors and
probabilities of correct identification.

Available automated search systems make quantita
tive use only of absolute spectral match factors. Rela
tive values reported in hit lists, on the other hand,
while commonly considered by analysts for deciding
whether a retrieval is correct, are not used in a quanti
tative way. In a method proposed by Biemann and
co-workers [6], for instance, an asterisk is simply placed
near the best hit if it is a sufficient distance from the
second, reflecting an added degree of confidence in its
correctness. The use of such differences for measuring
the performance of search systems has also been dis
cussed by Kwiatkowski and Riepe [7]. The present
work describes a method that makes quantitative use
of relative match factors, in addition to more generally
used absolute match factors, for estimating factors
underlying the overall probability that a retrieval is
correct.

Procedure

Library and test spectra. The NIST/EPA/NIH Mass
Spectral Database of 62,235 compounds [8] served as
the reference library for these studies. A collection of
12,592 selected alternate spectra of approximately 8000
compounds, each with a CAS Registry Number, com
prised the test set C'unknowns") for library searching.
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Results

MF(l) - MF(2)
Figure 1. Probability of the top hit being correct versus differ
ence in match factors between top two rots. Also shown are
numbers of searches having various differences in match factors.
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Results needed to estimate the probability that a hit of
rank r is correct, assuming the correct hit is some
where in the library, Pir), are discussed first. Results
related to the likelihood that the unknown compound
actually is in the library, Ppresenll are presented later.

Central to the present analysis is the strong correla
tion between the probability that a retrieval is correct
and its relative match factor. This correlation is illus
trated in Figure 1 for top-ranked hits, whose probabili
ties of being correct are plotted against their distance
to the second best retrievals, LlMF(l) = MF(l) 
MF(2). Also shown are the numbers of searches having
different LlMF(l) values. Without using LlMF(l), the
probability of a top hit being correct could only be
assigned a fixed probability of 0.74, but using these
values provides more discriminating probabilities, with
computed probabilities varying from 0.35 to over 0.9.

In contrast to the strong correlation between Pe(l)
and LlMF(l), Figure 2 shows little relation between
Pc(l) and the absolute match factor, MF(l). The decline
in P, at high MF values is due mainly to the presence

Correct hits are generally defined here as those
having the same CAS Registry Number as the test
compound. Because the reference library has just one
spectrum per CAS Registry Number, and all test com
pounds are also present in the NIST/EPA/Nlli
Database, there will be exactly one correct hit per
search. In a separate set of searches, all stereoisomers
of the test compound were accepted as correct hits
(Class I matches [12]), thereby allowing, for some
search compounds, more than one correct retrieval.
Chemical structure processing software identified these
stereoisomers.

An article is being prepared describing the perfor
mance of this algorithm, which is closely related to
many of those used in commercial instruments. How
ever, the general ideas presented here should be appli
cable to any comparison algorithm providing a quanti
tative measure of spectral similarity.

IM(ALAu )I / 2

F1 = [IMAL~MAu]I/2

NU&:L is the number of peaks common to the unknown
and reference spectra, and n = 1 if the first abundance
ratio is less than the second, or n = - 1 if the reverse
is true. The summation is over only those peaks
present in both the unknown and library spectrum.

The match factor, MF, is obtained from FI and F2
as follows.

(
1 ) NU&L ( A . ) n ( A . ) - nF - L L,I U.I

2 - NU&L i~2 A L•i - 1 AU,i-l

Match factors range from 1000 for a perfect match to
zero for spectra having no peaks in common. For each
search, the twenty reference spectra with the highest
match factors comprise the hit list, which is sorted by
decreasing match factor. Rank denotes the position of a
spectrum in this list (the best matching spectrum has
rank 1) and MF(i) is the spectral match factor for a hit
of rank i,

Search method. A modified version of the PC software
distributed with the NIST/EPA/Nlli Database was
used for library searching. For rapid retrieval, a screen
ing step selected for comparison only those library
spectra with major peaks in common with the un
known. This step eliminated 5% of the correct re
trievals. Searching with all 12,592 test spectra took 42
hours on a 33 Mhz, 386 PC.

Computed spectral match factors were derived from
a weighted average of two comparison functions. The
first is a measure of the "angle" between the two
spectra [lO], using scaling similar to that of the INcas
system [11]:

For each peak, M is its mass-to-charge ratio value and
A is its base-peak normalized abundance. Summations
are overall peaks and Land U denote peaks in the
library and unknown spectrum, respectively.

The second term is based on relative intensities of
pairs of adjacent (nearest) peaks present in both spec
tra:

Spectra in this file were selected from the Database
source file by an evaluator based on quality [9]. Spec
tra were contributed by dozens of laboratories and
span a wide range of compounds and analytical condi
tions. These compounds are broadly representative of
those encountered in practice because thepresence of a
replicate spectrum in the source file usually indicates
that the compound was of interest to more than one
laboratory.
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Discussion

Estimated Probabilities

MF(i) - MF(i+l)
Figure 3. Likelihood that the upper (better matching) of a pair
of adjacent retrievals is correct as a function of distance between
their match factors (Pup pe, ~ Nu/[Nu + Nel, where Nu and NL

are numbers of upper and lower correct retrievals, respectively).
Open circles (rank i ~ 1) are for top two retrievals only; filled
circles (i > 1) are for all others.
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4 shows the number of searches with various MF(l)
values when the unknown is in the database, Np, and
a separate curve shows results when the unknown is
absent from the database, Na• The latter case is simu
lated simply by ignoring correct hits in test searches.
Likewise, values for Np and Na at different levels of
AMFmax are presented in Figure 5. The relative inde
pendence of MF(l) and t:.MFmax is reflected by corre
lation constants between these quantities of only 0.13
when the unknown compound is in the library and
0.14 when it is absent.

Effects on search results of accepting stereoisomers
(Class I matches) as valid hits have also been exam
ined. Approximately 10% of the test compounds had
at least one stereoisomer in the library, leading to an
increase of 15% in the total number of correct hits
when using this criterion. Because of this relatively
small proportion, the presence of stereoisomers had
only a modest effect on the correlations discussed
above, but accepting them as valid hits would increase
the percent of correct top-ranked hits from 74% to
78%.

This work presents a method for estimating certain
factors underlying the probability that a compound
retrieved in a mass spectral library search is correct.
This is done by dividing the overall probability into
two independent terms: (1) Fpresent' the probability that
the unknown compound is in the database, and (2)
Pc(rank), the probability that a retrieval of any rank
(position in the hit list) is correct assuming Ppresen, = 1.
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Figure 2. Probability of top hit being correct versus value of its
match factor. Also shown are numbers of searches having vari
ous match factors.

of an above-average proportion of simple aromatic
ring-positional isomers having nearly identical spectra.

At first glance, the lack of correlation between Pc(l)
and MF(l) might seem surprising because wrong first
hits might be expected to have lower match factors
than correct ones. However, a test spectrum will gen
erally closely match the spectrum of the same com
pound in the library, so for an incorrect match to
appear at the top position, it must match the unknown
even more closely, albeit fortuitously. Top-ranked
wrong hits therefore tend to have match factors at least
as high as those typical of correct hits. An exception to
this occurs when the correct retrieval is either lost in
the screening step or is very different from the un
known spectrum and no similar spectrum is present in
the library. This is the origin of the drop-off in Pi1) at
lower MF values shown in Figure 2.

A more general expression of the close relation
between the likelihood that a hit is correct and its
relative match factors is presented in Figure 3. Shown
here, as a function of distance between neighboring
pairs of retrievals, is the relative likelihood that the
upper of the pair is correct (Pup pe , = Nul[ N; + NIL
where Nu and N[ are numbers of correct upper and
lower hits). Results for the top pair of retrievals are
shown separately from all other pairs. The similarity of
these two curves suggests that these probabilities are
rank independent, so that the distance between two
spectra is directly related to their relative likelihood of
being correct whatever their position in the hit list.

The foregoing results concern the probability that a
retrieval is correct with the implicit assumption that
Pp,esen' = 1. We now derive values used later for deal
ing with Pp,esen, itself. These values are derived from
changes in search results caused by logically removing
the spectrum of the matching compound from the
library.

Two independent characteristics of hit lists were
found to correlate with the presence of the unknown in
the database. These are the absolute match factor of
the top-ranked hit, MF(l), and the largest difference in
match factors of any two adjacent hits, AMFm ax • Figure

P (1)
C
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Figure <I.. Number of searches at different top match factors
with the correct match present in the library (open circles) and
removed (filled circles) from the library.

Highest Match Factor, MF(1)
Figure 6. Relative number of hit lists having different top
match factors when matching compound is present and absent
from the library. This is the ratio of curves in Figure 4.

Pp resent

Because of the very large and uncertain number of
compounds that a true unknown might be, it is not
possible to derive a meaningful absolute value for
Ppeese'llt solely from search results. On the other hand,
certain "features" of hit lists can depend on whether
the unknown compound has a spectrum in the library.
Two such features have been identified: (1) the match
factor of the best hit, MF(l), and (2) the largest differ
ence in match factors for adjacent retrievals in a hit list,
~MFmax' We now present a means of using the depen
dence of these features on the presence of the un
known in the library, shown in Figures 4 and 5, to
obtain a relative measure of the likelihood that a spec
trum of the unknown compound is in the library,
Rpresent.MS' It is then shown how to use this term to
develop a formal expression for Ppresent.

Rpresent.MS is obtained as follows. Because Np/INp
is the probability of finding a given value of MF(l) (or
~MFm.,) when the unknown is present in the library,
and the corresponding probability when the unknown
is not in the library is N.lIN., then

For the present studies, 'INp = 'IN., hence,

which, for MF(1) is the ordinate in Figure 6, and for
~MFmax is the ordinate in Figure 7. The term Rpresent,MS

measures the degree to which hit list match factors

0.0 LL__---L__---L__---L__-'--'

[MF(i) - MF(i + 1) ]max

Figure 7. Relative number of searches having given maximum
differences in match factors with matching compound present
and absent from the library. This is the ratio of curves in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Number of searches at different maximum differences
in match factors for adjacent retrievals with the correct match
present in the library (open circles) and removed (dosed circles)
from the library.
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imply that a correct hit has been found. A value
substantially greater than unity suggests that the un
known compound is in the hit list, hence in the library,
while a value substantially lower than unity supports
the opposite conclusion. While this term represents
one of many factors that may be used by an analyst to
decide if the unknown compound resides in the li
brary, it is unique in that it may be derived solely from
search results.

We now derive a relation between Rpresent,MS and
P present. We first formally express the overall relative
probability of an unknown being in the library as

R present = Rprior Rpresent, MS

where R prior is the relative probability, before consid
eration of library search results, that the unknown
compound is in the library. Strictly speaking, R prior
must be supplied by the analyst (or an expert system)
from information other than a mass spectrum. This
may simply be a guess by the analyst based on previ
ous experience for similar analyses. If no initial guess
for R prior is available, one may either arbitrarily assign
it a value of unity (a 50% prior chance of being in the
library) or simply report Rpresent,MS to the user.

Next, a transformation from relative to absolute
probability is needed:

The absolute probability is then derived as follows:

Ppre,ent = Rpresent/O + Rpresent)

= [1 + O/Rprescnt)rl

= [1 + 1/(RpriorRpresent,Ms)]-1

= [1 + Na/NpRprior]-1

Results for hit list features MF(I) and ~MFmax may be
combined:

Ppresent

Note that these ratios of N-values are inverses of
values in Figures 6 and 7.

An important application of these probabilistic mea
sures is their use as objective indicators of the need for
interpretive search and analysis methods (as opposed to
the present retrieval method). Interpretive methods are
designed to find compounds with similar chemical
structures rather than those with similar spectra. The
STIRS [13] and SISCOM [14] systems are two well
known interpretive library search methods.

The following iterative procedure, illustrated in Table
1, uses the relative probability that the lower of two

J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1994, 5, 316-323

adjacent hits is correct, Rlower (= [1 - PupperJiPupp.,,'

using Pupper from Figure 3), to generate Pc for each
member of a hit list.

Pc,unO) = 1

Pc,un(i) = Pc,unCi - l)Rlower(~MF(i»,

for i = 2 to N.

PcU) = 0.945Pc,u.(n/!Pc,un, for i = 1 to N. (3)

Pc,un is an intermediate, unnormalized probability and
N is the number of reported hits (20 in most of the
present searches). The value 0.945 in eq 3 is the frac
tion of all correct hits appearing in hit lists (of the 5.5%
missing, 0.5% had ranks greater than N and, as men
tioned above, 5% were lost in the screening step). A
comparison of predicted and actual numbers of hits at
each rank and at different levels of computed probabil
ity showed that this procedure worked well even at
very low levels of predicted probability.

Note that while existing retrieval methods rely
solely on absolute match factors for estimating proba
bilities of correct retrieval [15], the present scheme
does not use them at all for this purpose. Instead,
absolute MF values are used here solely to suggest
whether the unknown compound is represented in the
library.

Overall probability. The product of P, for a given
retrieval and Ppre,ent for the search provides a formal
measure of the likelihood that a retrieval is correct,
Poverall' Whether it is preferable to actually use this
quantity, or simply present P; for each hit and
Rpresent,MS for the hit list, will depend on user require
ments and knowledge, If there is some basis for esti
mating R prior or if the user is comfortable with simply
setting R prior to unity, then Poverall may be provided
for each retrieval. This sort of analysis is in the spirit of
Bayesian statistics [16]. Alternatively, one may simply
report P; and Rpre,ent,MS to the user; these contain all
of the derived statistical information, they are rela
tively straightforward to interpret and require only
library search results as input.

Recall-Reliability Performance

McLafferty [17] has recommended that the perfor
mance of mass spectral library search systems be de
scribed by "recall/reliability" plots. Each point on
these plots is derived from a set of retrieved spectra
having spectral similarity values higher than a given
value. Reliability is the fraction of members of this set
that are correct, while recall is the fraction of all correct
retrievals contained in the set. Figure 8 shows such a
curve using Pc to define these sets and another curve
that uses MF for this purpose. Clearly, the relative
match factors used to obtain P, possess a far greater
ability to identify hits than do absolute match factors.
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Also shown is a plot using the overall probability,
PcPpresent (with Rp rior = 1), as the defining match fac
tor. This curve describes search performance assuming
a 50% a priori chance that the unknown compound is
in the library.

Comparison to Probability Based Matching (PBM)
Reliabilities

A different approach for using test search results to
obtain probabilities of correct identification is imple
mented in the PBM search system [15]. This method
uses individual match factors along with a variety of
other terms to deduce "predicted reliabilities" [15],
Unlike the present method, these assignments can ac
tually cause a reordering of compounds in the hit list.
The values are intended to reflect probabilities that a
retrieval and the unknown belong to the same class of
compounds. The present approach interprets the hit

list as a whole to provide relative probabilities that a
given hit is the same compound as the unknown. In
fact, these two approaches are quite complementary,
and the predicted reliabilities from PBMcould serve as
input match factors in the present calculations. For this
to be applied, however, correlations presented in fig
ures 3-5 would first have to be derived from PBM
results.

Other Factors Affecting
Estimated Probabilities

The present work employs a single reference library, a
relatively simple spectral comparison function, and
good quality test spectra. Further, only library com
pounds identical to the unknown are accepted as cor
rect hits. We now examine the influence of these fac
tors on estimated probabilities.

Tablel. Derivation of identification probabilities from match factors

Match
Rank Factor
(r) (MF) l:.MF B

Pupper
b

Rlower
c pc.un

d pB
C

850 1.0 0.48
10 0.55 0.82

2 840 0.82 0.40
120 0.96 0.042

3 720 0.034 0.016
25 0.64 0.56

4 695 0.019 0.0095
10 0.55 0.82

5 685 0.016 0.0077
5 0.52 0.92

6 680 0.015 0.0073
5 0.52 0.92

7 675 0.013 0.0063
10 0.55 0.82

8 665 0.011 0.0054
a 0.50 1.00

9 665 0.011 0.0054
10 0.55 0.82

10 655 0.009 0.0044

IPc.un = 1.94
(N. /Np )M Fl l! f = 1.0

(N. /Np )6 M F max
g =0.67

Ppr••Bnth =0.60
poyBr."lr)' = 0.60 Pcfr)

BMFlrl-MFlr+ 1)
b From smoothed i= 1 curve in Figure 3 using &.MF in previous column.
C[1 -Pupper]/Pupper'
d Unnormalized probabilities from eq 2.
e Probability of being correct assuming matching compound is in database, using eq 3 and APr:un =

1.94. For simplicity. hits 11 -20 are not considered. A precise treatment would use Ie un value's for
these. .

flnverse of (NpresentINllbsent) in Figure 6 at MF(1) = 850.
g Inverse of (N~rA.Al"lt INabsent) in Figure 7 at &.MFmax = 120.
~[1 + {Nit INp)MFf1l{ N s INp)4FMmaxRprior]-1. assuming RrricH = 1, see text.
I PpresentPirlr this is the overall probability that a hit 0 rank r is correct.
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rithm, Rlower may be derived from relative numbers of
first and second rank hits at different ~MF(l) values,
using smoothing if necessary to derive P, with eqs
1-3. Rpresent,MS may be estimated from the same search
results. Moreover, the general shapes of the curves
derived from the present search results are not ex
pected to depend drastically on a particular search
system and may be used to guide any necessary ex
trapolations. In any case, because of unavoidable vari
ations in spectral quality and compound class in prac
tical applications, no model should be expected to be
highly accurate.

Quality of unknown spectra. The present statistics were
obtained by using essentially complete spectra that are
free of major impurities, so that reported probabilities
strictly apply only to searches with spectra of compa
rable quality. Spectra having major impurity peaks
would have led to less discriminating measures of
probability, although this might be partly offset by
using a more appropriate comparison logic ("reverse
searching" for example [18]) or spectral subtraction
methods [19].

On the other hand, if searching principally involves
thermally stable compounds and the instrument is
properly tuned, actual search probabilities might be
higher than those presented here. We find that the
most significant source of legitimate variability be
tween different classical electron impact spectra of a
single compound arises from thermal decomposition
before ionization. Also, many older replicate spectra
used as test spectra came from, at least by today's
standards, poorly tuned instruments.

Compound classes. The proper interpretation of library
search results must consider the inability of mass spec
troscopy to distinguish between certain classes of iso
mers and homologs. This has been considered in detail
by McLafferty and co-workers [12], who distinguished
four classes of compounds, each containing substances
expected to have similar mass spectra. Class I, the
narrowest class, includes all stereoisomers of a com
pound. Their spectra are generally indistinguishable.
Class IV, the broadest class, includes various types of
isomers and homologs known to have similar, though
often distinguishable spectra. The use of any of these
classes for identification implies that a single unknown
spectrum may properly match more than one com
pound.

While the present results are based on there being
at most one correct match in the library, extensions to
cases where there are multiple correct matches are, in
principle, straightforward. This may simply be done
by either ignoring all but the best matching spectrum
of a class or averaging their match factors. For Class I
matching criteria we find that overall results differ
little from those reported above because of the small
proportion (15%) of additional correct hits, so the

1.00.80.60.40.2
0.0 L-_-'-__.L-_---J.__-'----.:=,<---.J

0.0

Reference library. The quality, size, and composition of
the spectral library must affect retrieval statistics. High
quality is especially important for compounds whose
spectra are not highly unique, so that fine details can
be used to elevate the correct match to the top of the
hit list and separate it as far as possible from incorrect
retrievals. A larger library will generally result in lower
Pc values due to a greater chance of retrieving differ
ent compounds having spectra similar to the un
known. However, this may be offset by an increase in
Ppresent due to a more comprehensive coverage as long
as a sizable fraction of the additional compounds are
plausible candidates in some analyses. Smaller special
ized libraries made up primarily of relevant com
pounds could lead to considerably higher values of Pc.

Recall
Figure 8. Recall/reliability curves using probability of being
correct when unknown is in the library (Pc)' with a 50% chance
of the unknown being in the library (Pc Pp,esen,) and using only
the absolute match factor (MF) assuming the unknown is in the
library.

Comparison function. Numerical values from any com
parison function that reflect the degree of similarity
between the library and unknown spectrum can be
processed by the methods discussed here. In fact, this
method can be used with any similarity measure for
complex "fingerprint patterns," including infrared
spectra. However, results will generally be better when
the best matching wrong hits are routinely reported,
even if they have very low match factors.

The actual parameters used in the present calcula
tions have, in effect, been calibrated for the present
algorithm and library, hence they are not directly ap
plicable to other search systems. The application of the
present method, however, need not involve the very
large number of test searches employed here. In fact,
because the present method cannot produce highly
accurate probabilities, we find that results of only
several hundred searches can suffice for the develop
ment of practical systems. Assuming no dependence of
aMF(i) on rank, as demonstrated for the present algo-
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present parameters can be used with little loss in
accuracy in this case. Searches of libraries containing
more than one spectrum of a compound may be treated
in the same way (i.e., all but the best match are
ignored or all match factors are averaged). Effects will
be more significant for broader classes (Class IV, for
example) where a large number of retrievals, perhaps
the entire hit list, may be correct. However, the breadth
of such classes limits their utility for identifying un
known compounds and presents a problem in imple
menting 01 even testing such methods on automated
systems.

Other Correlations

Finally, we note that it may be possible to improve the
discriminating power of the present method by using
additional factors that may be independently corre
lated with P, and Rpresen1,MS' Some possible factors are
the presence of a molecular ion peak in the library
spectrum, the molecular weight of the reference com
pound, and the agreement between formulas for adja
cent hits. Indeed, some of these are used to compute
"reliabilities" in the PBM search system [51.

Summary

Procedures are described for using match factors re
ported by mass spectral library search systems to esti
mate certain probabilities that underlie the probability
that a library retrieval is correct. These probabilistic
terms can assist analysts in deciding which, if any, of
the compounds retrieved by a library search match the
compound that generated the submitted spectrum.
These terms are computed by using parameters de
rived from results of a large number of test searches,
and make use of both relative and absolute spectral
similarity values (match factors). While reported pa
rameters pertain only to the mass spectral comparison
function examined here, the methodology can be ap
plied to any search algorithm that provides a quantita
tive measure of similarity for submitted and library
spectra. In fact, the general procedures described can
be applied to similarity-based library retrieval systems
for any type of spectra.

To assist in the interpretation of results, the overall
probability for correct identification is formally sepa
rated into two independent terms: (1) the probability
that the unknown compound is in the library and (2)
the probability that a hit is correct assuming that the
matching compound is in the library. The latter term
can be derived directly from test results by a simple
iterative procedure. The former term, however, cannot
be derived from search results. Instead, a component

of it may be derived that can serve several purposes.
First, it can reinforce the judgment of an analyst as to
whether a correct identification has been made. Sec
ond, it provides an objective measure of whether other
means are needed to identify the unknown, including
"interpretive" library searching. Finally, if an initial
estimate of the probability that the unknown com
pound is in the library can be made, it can be used
with search results and the present correlations to
generate the probability that any reported retrieval is
correct.
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